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We demonstrate a multi-wavelength distributed feedback (DFB) quantum cascade laser (QCL)

operating in a lensless external micro-cavity and achieve switchable single-mode emission at

three distinct wavelengths selected by the DFB grating, each with a side-mode suppression ratio

larger than 30 dB. Discrete wavelength tuning is achieved by modulating the feedback

experienced by each mode of the multi-wavelength DFB QCL, resulting from a variation of the

external cavity length. This method also provides a post-fabrication control of the lasing

modes to correct for fabrication inhomogeneities, in particular, related to the cleaved facets

position. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863663]

Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are compact, flexible,

and powerful mid-infrared radiation source, for applications

ranging from infrared spectroscopy1 to free-space communi-

cation2 and military countermeasures. Their active regions

can be designed to have gain over a broad bandwidth3,4 and

wavelength tuning across the latter can be achieved using an

external cavity (EC) with a diffraction grating providing

wavelength specific feedback.5 Alternative to EC-QCLs, a

powerful and compact monolithic solution is offered by the

use of an array of distributed feedback (DFB) QCLs.6 Very

high peak output power has recently been achieved by an

array of DFB QCLs integrated with optical amplifiers.7

However, emitter arrays require high fabrication yield and

beam combining optics. Multi-section sampled grating

QCLs,8 coupled DFB QCLs,9 and coupled Fabry-Perot cav-

ities10 have also been investigated for both discrete and con-

tinuous wavelength tuning.

For some spectroscopic applications, covering a discrete

number of narrow spectral ranges is sufficient to unambigu-

ously identify the chemical compound of interest, and con-

tinuous tuning of the source over a broad spectrum is not

always required. Recently, simultaneous emission at multiple

single-modes in a single DFB QCL has been demonstrated.11

The device makes use of a grating with an aperiodic basis

(GAB), which provides distributed feedback at several well-

defined wavelengths. In these devices, as well as, in regular

DFB QCLs, the output power and the selection of the actual

lasing mode is sensitive to the phase shift of the radiation

reflected from the uncoated end facets.6 This reduces fabrica-

tion yield and reproducibility. While anti-reflection coatings

have been employed for QCLs to mitigate these problems,6

their use for broadband QCLs is limited by the availability of

IR-transparent materials and long-term reliability issues. In

multi-wavelength DFBs,11 the effect of the facet feedback is

amplified by gain competition between the different grating

modes. In this work, we use an external mirror positioned

close to the back facet of the laser to modulate the feedback

experienced by each mode and provide a post-fabrication

control over the lasing modes. The effect of the small feed-

back modulation is amplified by gain competition, leading to

a switching behavior between the individual grating modes

of a multimode DFB QCL. By controlling the position of the

external mirror, different modes or subsets of modes can be

selected, with excellent extinction ratio. Our external micro-

cavity QCL is free of any collimation optics and thus, com-

pact and easy to align.

The QCL active region used for this work is a broadband

bound-to-continuum design12 operating around 8.4 lm. It

was grown by organometallic chemical vapor deposition on a

conducting InP substrate.13 Details on the grown layers and

fabrication steps can be found in Ref. 11. The fabricated laser

ridges (20, 23, and 26-lm-wide) were cleaved to a length of

2.5 mm and indium mounted epi-side up on copper heat

sinks. The QCLs are operated in pulsed mode at a repetition

frequency of 20 kHz with a pulse duration of 50 ns.

Two types of gratings were fabricated. As a reference,

we used a standard first-order single-mode DFB grating

designed for operation at 1185 cm�1. For multi-mode opera-

tion, we used a DFB grating with an aperiodic basis,11 pro-

viding distributed feedback for five equidistant modes

separated by �20 cm�1 within the gain region of the mate-

rial. Details on the grating sequence can be found in Ref. 11.

A microscale external cavity is formed by a gold mirror

mounted on a piezo-stepper and initially positioned almost in

contact with the uncoated laser back facet. A schematic of the

setup is shown in inset of Fig. 1(a). During the experiment,a)Electronic mail: capasso@seas.harvard.edu
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the emission spectra of the QCLs were measured using a

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer, while scanning the

mirror position in sub-micrometer steps from a facet distance

of less than 1 lm to about 0.9 mm. For each mirror position,

the driving current was swept from threshold to rollover

(maximum output power), resulting in a full parameter map

of the devices performance. The output power was measured

by a calibrated powermeter during a second current sweep.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the dependence of the peak

power of a single-mode DFB with the mirror position. For

short cavities, the modulation of the output power can be

understood by treating the external cavity like a lossy

Gires–Tournois (GT) etalon,14,15 where the high cavity losses

stem from the large divergence of the uncollimated QCL out-

put. When the DFB wavelength is on resonance with the lossy

GT cavity, the power is efficiently coupled into the cavity.

This results in a low effective reflectivity of the back facet-

gold mirror system since the power is lost inside the external

cavity (mainly because of the divergence of the beam and

resulting low waveguide re-insertion), leading to a high

threshold and a low peak power. Such resonant condition is

reached whenever the external cavity length is an integer

multiple of half the DFB wavelength, hence the 4.2 lm

periodicity of the modulation. In Fig. 1(b), showing a zoom-

in on the first few modulation periods, we observe sharp dips

in peak power (and sharp peaks in threshold current) corre-

sponding to these lossy resonances. From the width of the first

dip, we estimate a quality factor of 6.

As the external cavity length is increased beyond the

Rayleigh length of the uncollimated output beam, the finesse

of the GT etalon drops rapidly, since less power is reinjected

into the laser waveguide (see Fig. 1(a)). For a mirror distance

of 100 lm, about 1% of the power emitted by the back facet

actually hits the device facet after one round trip.17 The peak

power dips become accordingly broader. Eventually, when

multiple reflections in the external cavity can be neglected,

the peak power and current threshold modulations have a

sine wave shape resulting from the interference between the

back facet reflection and the small reinjected reflection from

the external mirror. In this weak-coupling regime, the output

power modulation is less than 10%.

Figure 2 shows the experimental results obtained for the

multi-wavelength DFB. The black curve in Fig. 2(a) shows

the spectrum of the original laser (without external feed-

back). While five Fourier peaks were designed to fall within

the gain bandwidth, with their amplitude adjusted in an effort

to reach a flat net gain for all five modes,11 only four wave-

lengths are lasing simultaneously on this particular device,

with one mode at �1205 cm�1 being significantly less

powerful than the others. The number and subset of modes

lasing simultaneously varies with drive current and from de-

vice to device, with a strong influence of the facet cleave

position, as discussed later in the text.

With the introduction of the external mirror, each mode

of this multi-wavelength DFB experiences an effective feed-

back from the composite system formed by the back cleaved

facet and the external cavity. This feedback is modulated

periodically as the external cavity length varies, with a pe-

riod of ki=2, where ki is the wavelength of each mode.

Corresponding oscillations in power output can be observed

in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Interestingly, we note that even though

the feedback provided by the external mirror is very small

(R < 1% for a cavity length of 100 lm and more), the

observed intensity modulations are very deep, periodically

switching off most modes. This is due to the fact that a small

feedback difference can modify the competition between the

DFB modes, resulting in one or two modes suppressing all

the others. Such amplification of the modulation depth by

mode competition is also responsible for the persistence of

the modulation for larger cavity length close to 1 mm, where

the feedback from the external mirror is very weak

ðR < 0:1%Þ. As seen in Fig. 2(a), this results in true single-

mode operation of the device at certain mirror positions. The

wavelength of single-mode operation can be switched

between the individual modes of the multi-mode DFB gra-

ting by varying the external cavity length.

To evaluate the mode selection capability, we find the

most powerful mode at every mirror position and calculate

its side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR). Results are shown

in Fig. 2(d). While multi-mode operation (SMSR< 10 dB) is

observed at a large number of mirror positions, the system

features single-mode operation at certain cavity lengths for

three of the DFB modes, with a SMSR larger than 30 dB. For

FIG. 1. (a) Measured modulation of the peak power of a single-mode DFB

QCL with the external cavity length. Inset: Schematic of the experimental

setup, with a laser bar mounted on a copper submount and a gold coated mir-

ror in front of the uncoated back facet. The cavity length lc is controlled by a

piezo stepper. (b) Peak power and threshold current for short cavity lengths

ð0 < lc < 30lmÞ.
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the mode around 1205 cm�1, true single-mode operation

could not be achieved due to a persistent lasing of the modes

at 1184 cm�1 and 1163 cm�1. As seen from the spectrum

recorded without an external cavity at the same driving cur-

rent (Fig. 1(a)), the mode at 1205 cm�1 is the weakest mode

without feedback.

We also note that there is a beat pattern in the modula-

tion amplitude. Individual modes ki experience comparable

feedback at mirror positions fulfilling lc � miki=2, where mi

are integers. Certain mirror positions fulfill this condition for

all wavelengths simultaneously, and slightly moving the mir-

ror away from this position affects all of the modes equally.

As a consequence, the influence of the external mirror on

mode competition drops around these points, and the modu-

lation amplitude decreases accordingly.

In order to gain insight into the behavior of the multi-

wavelength laser, with and without external cavity, we used a

linear model with gain first described by Ebeling and

Coldren16 and further detailed in supplementary material.17

The system is described by a transfer matrix, and by solving

an equation translating a self-oscillating condition, we obtain

the longitudinal modes of the laser and their respective thresh-

old gain (i.e., the material gain for which they start lasing).

We can thus theoretically study the evolution of the lasing

threshold for the five DFB modes of interest, as the cleaved

facet positions or the external cavity length are varied.

Theoretical results on the influence of the cleave posi-

tion (without external feedback) are shown in Fig. 3. The

curves are normalized so that the five modes have the same

threshold when the waveguide is cleaved exactly at the inter-

face between two unit cells (i.e., no additional layer, as

defined in Fig. 3(a)). This assumes perfect design of the gra-

ting so that all five modes experience the same net gain.

According to the simulations, the threshold gain varies dras-

tically with the cleave position (close to 10% in modulation

amplitude), with very different profiles for the five modes of

interest. The pattern repeats approximately periodically for

added layer thickness spaced by �k=2n, where n is the re-

fractive index of the added layer (QCL waveguide material,

n¼ 3.18 assumed here). Only the first period is shown in

Fig. 3. The differences in the threshold dependence between

the modes, as well as, the observed symmetries are related to

FIG. 2. (a) Spectra of the multi-wavelength DFB QCL. From top to bottom:

Original laser (no external cavity) (black-log scale), laser with external cav-

ity length lc¼ 2 lm (green), lc¼ 57 lm (orange), lc¼ 67 lm (red), and

lc¼ 14 lm (blue). (b) Intensity modulation for the four lasing DFB modes

with varying cavity length. The peak power values are obtained from the

measured spectral intensity of the four modes. (c) Zoom-in of the modula-

tion shown in Fig. 2(b), for external cavity length between 50 lm and

100 lm. The traces are normalized to emphasize the modulation depth of

each mode. (d) Measured side-mode suppression ratio for the dominant

mode at each mirror position.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of the simulated DFB structure, with 25 repetitions of

the unit cell, itself composed of 108 quarter layers with refractive index 3.16

or 3.18, arranged according to a Rudin–Shapiro sequence. An additional

layer with refractive index 3.18 is included at the end of the designed grating

to account for the cleave position uncertainty. (b) Calculated threshold gain,

normalized so that all modes have identical threshold when no additional

layer is present. The red vertical line indicates the layer thickness (660 nm)

for which single wavelength lasing is the most likely, used for the results

shown in Fig. 4(d).
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the grating unit cell design. The equality in threshold

between the five modes, as assumed for a perfect cleave

position at the unit cell interface, degrades rapidly within

200 nm of additional layer thickness. Note that this is only a

rough estimate, since it is not precisely known what thresh-

old gain difference can be overcome by spatial hole burning

and other instabilities or nonlinearities in the laser wave-

guide, in order to achieve multi-mode operation. The fact

that the laser chosen here operates simultaneously on four

modes without external feedback indicates that for this par-

ticular laser, the waveguide was cleaved close to an optimal

position.

We then included the external mirror in the linear

model. Results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 4. The

experimental observations are well reproduced: For each

mode with wavelength ki, the threshold is modulated with a

period of ki=2. Two regimes can be distinguished: At short

external cavity length (see Fig. 4(b)), the threshold gain fea-

tures sharp peaks, revealing the feedback drop whenever a

mode wavelength is on resonance with the lossy external

cavity. As the quality factor of the lossy GT etalon decreases,

the modulation approaches the shape of a sine wave (see Fig.

4(c)), characteristic of a simple interference between the

light reflected by the laser back facet and the light reflected

by the external mirror and reinjected into the waveguide.

Assuming waveguide losses of 10 cm�1, we obtain a thresh-

old gain modulation by up to 50% in the strong feedback re-

gime and of �3.5% around lc¼ 250 lm. The experimentally

observed beat pattern is also reproduced: The feedback mod-

ulation is in phase for the different modes for lc¼ 225 lm

(see Fig. 4(c)), in agreement with the experiment.

For the results shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), the positions of

the facets are assumed to be perfect, i.e., exactly at the end

of the designed grating. This is a realistic choice for the

measured device since it originally lases on four modes, indi-

cating a close to optimal cleave position. However, as dis-

cussed earlier, the cleave position will statistically be less

optimal in most samples. In order to investigate the suscepti-

bility of the observed effects to this parameter, we calculated

the variations in threshold gain for the five DFB modes of in-

terest in the case of a 660 nm-thick additional layer, which

corresponds to the least favorable situation for multi-

wavelength lasing (without external cavity), as indicated by

Fig. 3(b) (vertical dashed red line). In such conditions, the

original laser is expected to lase on a single-mode (refer-

enced as mode 3 in Figs. 3 and 4). With the external cavity,

this mode still has the lowest threshold for most mirror posi-

tions. However, for certain mirror positions within the plot-

ted range ðlc 2 0; 50lm½ �Þ, modes 1 and 5 show the lowest

threshold, increasing the potential for single-mode operation

on these modes. These positions are in the vicinity of the GT

resonances for mode 3, where this mode experiences less

feedback from the composite back facet.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated switching between

individual wavelengths of a multi-wavelength DFB QCL by

means of feedback from a short external lensless microcavity.

We rely on gain competition between the individual DFB

modes in order to achieve a 100% intensity modulation for

each mode. The concept is robust against fabrication uncer-

tainties such as the precise position of the cleaved facet and

can offer a post-fabrication laser mode control. The switch-

able multi-wavelength QCL demonstrated here is suitable as

a source for selected spectroscopic applications which require

wavelength tuning in the vicinity of several well-defined fre-

quencies in order to identify a chemical compound.
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